This paper presents results of the simulation of unsteady mixing processes using a unique, mesh-less particle approach. Similar simulations, performed by Hörmann et.al [1] using common Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) have already been published in the past. The new method applied offers computational possibilities for problems involving transient dynamics, free surface analysis, moving boundaries or fluid-structure interaction. The simulations performed within the framework of this project are based on the Navier Stokes Equations using Large Eddy or Detached Eddy approaches. Turbulent energy dissipation models are used to resolve scales which are not captured by the particle resolution. The investigations presented focus on the reproduction flow phenomena in a mixing tank, including viscosity adaption due to particle dissolution and analysis of particle concentration using a Discrete Phase Model (DPM). Applying CFD packages, problems including moving boundaries require time consuming workarounds, which often lead to errors or divergence of the simulation. Due to the used mesh-less method, only the physical and mechanical properties of the problem, like number of revolutions, filling height or initial fluid viscosity need to be defined. The results of the simulation are compared with Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measurements, showing good agreement. 
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